Summary. --Starting from analyticity in the topological product of the cut s-plane and the circle ltl< 1.83/x 2 and using unitarity several times, the domain of validity of fixed-t dispersion relations for elastic ~JW scattering is extended to a larger domain ~ which is shown to Contain the negative real axis from t--~ 0 to the c< inelastic point, t-----18.0/x s. Thus, as in meson-meson scattering, the only reason which prevents one from continuing further to the left, is our lack of knowledge about possibly occurring singularities above inelastic threshold. Using also a recent result of Bessis and Glaser, the best domain is found to be the intersection of the large Lehmann ellipse for s = (~tf A-2g) 2 with the large Lehmann ellipse for s = (M -4-2p) ~ A-8/x(M +/x). In the elastic region the analyticity domain of the absorptive part extends to the border of the Mandelstam support. Partial-wave amplitudes are found to be analytic in two disconnected regions which touch the circle ls]= M2--/~ 2 from inside and outside in s = :~/s--p2.
-Introduction.
In a previous paper (1), for any elastic-scattering amplitude fulfilling a one-dimensional dispersion relation in s at fixed negative t, we have found a certain domain of simultaneous analyticity in s and t, namely the topological product of the cut s-plane with cuts s~h~r a < s < c~, Uth~.ho~a < U < OO and the circle in the t-plane (1) G. SOMBER: -NUOVO Cimen$o, 48A, 92 (1967) .
G. SOMMER where r.,(s) is the right-hand extremity of the small Lehmann ellipse in the t-plane (2). In numerous cases (~, wK, KK, KK) (*) one finds R~ = 4 (in pion mass units). For pion-nucleon scattering, which is anomalous in this sense, we get 2~___ 1.83. A similar anomaly appears in ~A and ~Z scattering (*), where R7 A ~ R~ x -----1.83, R~z ___ 0.8.
It has already been mentioned that a domain of this type can be extended considerably by using unitarity and analyticity of the absorptive part in large Lehmann ellipses. In this paper we shall perform this extension for pionnucleon scattering. Especially, we want to show that the domain ~=x of validity of fixed-t dispersion relations extends to the maximum of the left extremities of all large Lehmann ellipses for s above inelastic threshold, i.e., to
In the following we shall refer to this point as to the ((inelastic point ~. The reason why our main interest concerns this property of ~=~ is that the corresponding domains for ~ (3) and KK ('). scattering extend to the inelastic point. Thus, if the same is also true for w~ scattering (**), we may conclude that this seems to be a general feature. This means that in all these cases the impossibility of an analytic continuation further to the left is only due to our lack of knowledge about the possibly occurring singularities above many-particle threshold.
(') If unphysical regions occur, one has to be a little careful in applyin~g the method of ref.
(1)" At first, the absorptive part and its derivatives are positive only in the physical regions. So, if also a part of the left-hand cut is unphysieal (in u), this part must be included in ~. Let us call this new function ~. Then T~----T--~ has again all desired properties. Secondly, in the unphysical region the left-hand extremity of the large Lehmann ellipse is closer to t = 0 than the right extremity. Thus the distance of the left extremity from t = 0 is to be considered to find the radius of the circle of analyticity around t--~ 0 for the function ~. Therefore, if dispersion relations have been proved in the usual manner for --t~<t<O, it is found that B--------= min [tx, maxvBL(s) ]. But for all realistic cases t~> maxr,L(s), so that the result of ref. (1) is unchanged.
(2) H. LEHMANN: NUOVO (Timento, 10, 579 (1958) . (a) A. MARTIN: ~VUOVO Oimento, 42, 930 (1966) . (4) G. ~OMM~R: CEI~N Preprint TH. 769 (1967) , to appear in ~uovo Cimento.
('*) There exists already a paper (s) in which a continuation of the range of validity of dispersion relations to the real interval 1L [(M + 2)2] ~ --18.0 ~ t < 1L [(-~/+ 1) 2] = --12.4 is given. But this does not cover a complex neighbourhood of this real segment. Furthermore, because at the elastic threshold the ,.( physical interval )~ in the t-plane degenerates to a point (t = 0), i~ is not obvious that the representation given in this paper can be identified with the physical amplitude. I am very grateful to Dr. Y. S. JIs for a correspondence about this problem.
